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" .. At the necessary 
juncture of culture and 
place, architecture seeks 
not only the minimal ruin 
of landscape but something 
more difficult: a replace-
ment of what was lost with 
something ·that atones for 

~~ the loss. In the best archi-
. tecture this replacement is 
· through an intensification 
of the place, where it 
emerges no worse for 
human intervention, where 
culture's shaping of the 
place to specific use results 
in a heightening of the 
beauty of the landscape. In 
these places we seem 
worthy of existence." 

W. G. Clark in 'Replacement' 
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As the culmination of my architectural graduate 
studies and as an introduction· to my professional 
cqreer,. I have chosen to take on the challenge of 
designing in an arid climate. The proposed site 
resides in proximity to the city of Eilat, the southern· 
most city in Israel on the coast of the Red Sea. tn. 
addition f o questions pertaining to actuat design, this 
project has: raised issues regarding attitudes towards 
technology~ precedent and site. In assessing my own 
position, t went bock to the works of Critical 
Regionalists· such Os Kalbaugh, and·Tzbnis and 
Lefaivre. Consequently, I can define my desire as . 
one which aims at creating a built environment that 
while related to vernacular precedents and' 
respectful of site, wilt not mim.ic the past but will 
formu[ate its own validity~ This position is articulately. 
expressed in the· words of Kenneth Frampton: · 

. . . . . . 

, ".;.Architecture can only he sustained 
today aS: a.critical practice if if assumes an arriere-. 
· garde posiff on

1 
that is. to· say, one which distances::,. · 

i~elf equallylrom the Enlightenment myth of. 
· progress and from a reactionary, unrealistic impulse 
to returri to the architectonic forms of the 
preindusfria/post. i critiraf arrier£rgarde has.to·· 
remove itself from both· the ·opffmization of 
., advanced technology.:and tM ever-presenf 
.. tendency to1egr.ess info nostalgic histor{c[sm of the::. 
. glibly decorative ... It is.my f ontenfforr thqtpnlyan-/..: <. 
. artf er&-gaide. bas the capacity}o cultivate a resistant, ·. 
identity-giving cultule· 'l{hile;'ai #ie same1im~ having,.· 
if iscreet recqµrse:: to· unive.1saf technique~;. 
JK. Frampton;:'. r9~3f .·.·. . . 

lntoduction 

:::. \f Preced·ents. ·~: .. Desert· Vernacular:>\ 
:}:( : S~if~)f'.,!il~ia....... · ···•:. ·,, .·::::.;:i'./i.i(i<:}'./·i\ /\:\·: { ... :::•/:.;:i,:, .. :\ . \? .?'... · : . /:/. ·:·· ·: .. · . · 
.. :.2<:N~ ··~~riz~·Egyp~;.·arc~i~e.£#.J!a.~s~~·.li'athy .. (Hassrln'.F.athy, .. J2~~:.lli~a tds:(ed.) p.1~~1: . 

:::::::.~:: :t:::tb~y~,~~e~~~il~i~~a~8
;~:;.11.~:~;::;~~;~c~:5N~:~;§f.~} g,s~i; · · · · · · 
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Such an approach acknowledges the ambiguity and 
complexity of the designer's work in such an 
historically-rich and climactically-harsh site. It has 
allowed for a search beyond presuppositions and 
beyond a predetermined approach, and has forced 
the questioning of each move made while seeking 
the inte.grity of each architectural decision. 

The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center in the Negev Desert 

Precedents - Interpretations of the Ver~~cular: 

l. Haj Terminal - Mecca, Saudi Arilbia, architect: Skidmore, Owings. & Merrill [!!uilding for Tomorrow, A. Nanji (ed.) p.96 & p.109j .. 
2. Mashrabiya -'!nstitut du Monde Ar!lb~':Paris . .architect : Jean Nouvel tBuilding for Tomorrow, A. Nanji (ed.) p.112J . . 
3. · Na~ionaf Assembly ·Building,. Dha'kaf Bangladesh,' architect: Louis Kahn (Building ro.-··Tomorrow; A. Nanji (ed.) p.42J. 



History reveals that technology is not imperative to 
human habitation in the desert; there have been. · · 
people in this part of the world since time began. . · 
Technology, at the end ofthe twentieth century,.has 
allowed us to build with versatility, magnitude, but 
often with o disrespect for our natural surroundings'. 
The desert teaches us that human dwelling is not . · .. 
contingent .on modem-day notions of comfort,· and 
that while technologtmoy change, improve,: arid . · 
develop, the mainstay of architecture has and 
always. will r~moin co.nstant. Roof, wall, ventiration, 
shading, a temperate environment · these ore the 
indispensable foundations of architecture. 

. '•' .... ' 

1· have searched for a design language thaf is >, · 

minimal, that relies only on that which is essential in 
. order to create excitement and awe. And throug~· · 
· out the evolution· of tbe Qesign I have challe,nged: · 
myself fo distilf: the·essential from the superfluous,.: . 
both in materiality .and ip the tectonics of desi9.R:: · 
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"Only a work of 
architecture has presence, 
and a work of Of{hitecture 
is presented as an· offering 
to architecture. Architecture 
has no favorites: it has no 
preferences in design; it 
has no preferences for 
materials; it has no prefer-
ences for technology. It just 

1, 

sits there waiting for a 
work to indicate. again, to 
revive the spirit liof architec-
ture ... " 

. . 
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Located approximately seven miles from lsraei' s 
southernmost city of Eilat, ten miles from the border 
crossing with Jordan, and half a mile from the 
border crossing with Egypt, the Eilat Study Center will 
form a modern-day, semi-autonomous community 
intended for scholarly and artistic pursuits. When the 
research and design of this project were begun in 
September 1995, there was great optimism in the 
Middle East. Judging from the cyclical nature of the 
region1s hi~tory in general, and of that of the Negev 
Desert and Eilat area in particular, one phase of strife 
was perhaps over, and a new phase of economic 
and political stability was about to begin. The 1993 
and 1995 peace agreements made the inconceiv~ 
able imaginable • they would allow inclusive issues 
to take the forefront in regional concerns. In light of 
this new hope, the Eilat region hos taken on a 
symbolic, as well as strategic importance: as the 
meeting pqint for three countries. this area has the 
potential for becoming one of the cultural and · 
economic spearheads of the· region. 

The choice of a desert site for the secular monastery 
grew out of the desire to create a place that while 
allowing for interaction among its participants and 
for a diaf ogue between minds, would also provide 
an isolated, autonomous environment for its guests. 
Purity of mJnd would thrive in. purity of landscape; 
the desert, os it has done in its rich monastic past, 
will create the: setting for both· individuaf contempfo-
tion and. communal interaction. · · 

Site 
!.~ :t.-:r:t'1C3:l 

Sea 

. ~. Map· of southern ·1srael (area ·highlighted). 
2. Efo Netafim canyon. ., ·::> . · .· · . . ,:>· . , . · · . · . 

>3. View of Eilaf°froni· nort~west" (Eilat - Man, Sea and Dese.rt,°M. Cohen,. p.16). 
' .· 4.' Eilaf & _surryun~ ·o_g~ (are.a: highligh._ted): . . . 
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In the Eilot region, the Syrian-African Rift has created 
an extremely varied landscape. Colorful rocks ore 
expo.sed, including red and grey granite, yellow arid 
white limestone, and multihued sandstone. Acacia. 
trees. and shru_bs dot th~ landscape, mostly in 
canyons where winter washes are common. The 
particular site which I have chosen hos a di.reef 
relatlonship with thenearby spring of Ein Netafim 
: whkh,·01though· meager in its supply of water: 
(fifteen litersper hour), s'.erves as a landmorkJor 
hikers and,a::destinotion fqr 9ay· trips. WildHfe is· 
abundant at this wat~r source,while veg·etation 
remains relatively srnrce· .. Wate:r hos always. se.rved 
as a tandmork in the desert, and cl site for social 
interaction. Just as the spring: becomes (i gathering: 
po~nt for man andfor anima1$r-so the Center will ' 

. striv~:t9. be, the source 'and focus :of desert ,studies: 
; ~ :· . . ·~0 0 

The point of arrf:val ov~dopks:th~ spring, and marks:: . 
. the· beginning of the,idescent' intq the comp'o,und."> . 
·· Metaphorically treofing the spring-:asits;origi_nJhe·, 
Center does: not take :pt>$session:::Of if/ but leaves the:: . 
·· spring in: its:,naforal· sfotet, Proximity_ ofth:;·Milt ·. : ·,}·· ': 
environment. fa. water hos. been :·uriquestfohed . :-:\ \--:::( 
throughout. history, anff has ·aetermined the fo:cotior1: . 
. and longevity -0f human habitation ilfthe desert • . · . 
Today, thanks to,technolo~v, we:'can sJooleme 
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6000 B.C.: Traces of permanent human habitation are 
found in the Eilat area. Copper mining is the primary 
economfc activity in the region. 

Biblical Times: Eilat is on-route in the exodus of the 
Israelites from Egypt; later King Solomon was to use Eilat 
as a ship-building site and as a port for trade with Saudi 
Arabia and the Indian Ocean. 

The Persian Age (586-332 BO: The Nabothian nomads 
arrive at roughly 300 BC; One of thefr cities was located 
in what is today Akaba (Jordan). They lived primarffy off · 
commerce and constructed an elaborate road system. 

l 06 A.O.: The Romans begin constructing the 'Via Nova. 
Triune' which was to connect Eilat to Damascus. 

The Byzantfne Age: The Negev and Sinai are.annex~d·to 
the Syrfa-Palestine province and a military force is.sent to 
the area, and is based in Eilat. The· N·abothians lose their 
independence but retain thef r cultural and commercial 
identity. Th~y are.tor-Ole the areo for about one thousand 
years. 

Eilot was to. grow during this period-the greatest 
population of the Negev is estimated at 25,000 in the· 
4th century. The city rretained its commercial and strategic 
importance throughout Byzantine rule. 

Testimony to Jewish settlement in the area exists from 
Nobothian times. Thmughout the rise of Islam the Jewish ·. 
settlem~nts continued to-flourish. A Christian community ,· 
existed in Brat as welf originating -in.the ·4th cen'tury'!An 
Eilatian· architect, one of the-members Qf the. Christian 
community of the 6th century, built the:m:on.astery of 
Santo Katerina in-the, Sinai ~~jch: was: fo be an important· 
destination for, pilgrimag_es-during the. Byzantine periof . 

Du~ing,tbe 7th-and·8tt c~ntmy the'dty was knowr ,,: 
· .fof ifs.scholars~ ond'durii1g:'fhe 9th;it was a center"o.f :,:: 
religious thought tn'the"9th andl 0th centuries Eifa(:,· · 
is d.escrib~d. o~ a vitQI-_port city conn~ctin.g: the. Fat: ? · 
East'wi{ffthe..Medfteria.neonratid QS Q:_Centerfor: ,}):!::;: 
pilgrirr1age'_groups., Its: focoti.on on;oute to M~cca'. ::,:.'::::,,,, 
determined i~ religious nature: with the tise of Mecca, 
Eif atW~s f o bec~~e a}eligi~us and political c~~t~r. .. , < 

Historical Background 
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981 A.D.: The uprtsing of the Bedouin tribes takes place. 
Military forces sent from Egypt meet with the rebel 
forces in Eilat and the city is destroyed. In 1 02 4 Eilat 
is reconquered by the Bedouins and its residents ore 
captured. The city was left with a small population, a 
shadow of its former glory. 

The Crusades: Headed by Baldwin the First, Eilat is 
conquered in 1116. If is used as a port city, and the 
pilgrimage to Mecca (the 'Dareb el Haj') is allowed fo 
continue. Salah A-Din woufd later conquer the area and re-
open the routes. [There were five pilgrimage routes to 
Mecca -two of them united in Aila (Akaba) J. 

Ottoman Rule: The Ottomans rerouted the pilgrimage to 
the east, and Aila was no longer a stop. The pilgrimage· 
route would return to the northern coast of the Red 
Seo, only to be once again altered by the British in 1883. 

1917: Lawrence of Arabia conquers the area from the 
Ottomans. The city became a strategic point of origin for 
further attacks against the Turks. In 1921 the Brttish 
Mandate determines the border line, which divides 
the bay between two future notions: the Israeli side · 
had one building on it but would rater grow into the 
city of Eilat, and Akabo was. transferred to the Jordanian 
forces. 

1948:· Since Israel's independence, Eilat has grown and 
today.numbers roughly40,000 inhabitants. These:days 
there is talk of common interests and goals between · 
Israel and Jordon, following the peace agreement 
signed in 1995. Issues such as tourism and distribution of 
water are at concern to both countries. With the new. 
border crossing north of the 'two cities, there is-renewed .. 
hope for gtowth of ~e northern edge of th~ Red Seo: · 

· Throughout histo,y rnpst of the· activity in the Eilat region 
has centered. around copper mining, trade I and :. 
pilgrimages. These activfties hove survived in diff ereni 
forms to this, day: copper mining took place until 19.80; 
the port city maintains: trade with the Far East; and.the 
ored is a, popular tourism .center foisun~orshippers and 
desert off 1cionados>As the region's· histo~ exemplifies!. 
Eila( and its neighboring d~ Akaba, have always . 
. flourished in times of peace.' 

The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center io the Negev Desert 
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Arid climates, such as in the Eilot region, can be 
characterized by a number of conditions, among 
them their annual precipitation, which is less than 
25mm, and which does not support dfy farming. 
The lfttle rQin that does fall is irregularly spread 
throughout the year. Low humidity, an average 
annual rote of evaporption greater than the 
average annual rote of precipitation, and great 
variation in daytime and nighttime t emperotures 
are other.characteristics of thisdimate. Solar 
radiation, especially during the ·summer months, is 
yet another. problern·which intensifies due to the 
limited vegetative cover. 

In the· Eilot reg.ion the average August temperatures 
range fram:.between 75 to 105 fohrenheit, wjth 
l 7% to 40% humidity; January temps range from 
50 to q~ .. mQr~nhef· (For comfort I :the. te111perature 
shourd'range between '68 and 80 degree:s:· 

fohrenhei( w,i-th humidity between 20% to 80%.} 
Winds in.th~. qrea ore from the west and the north. .. 

Climate The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center in the Negev Desert 
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Participants of the Center will be primarily concerned with 
issues pertaining to the desert. The Center will participate 
in the ongoing peace process by focusing on issues that 
transcend politics and that ore characteristic of the Middle 
East, such as desert habitation, water preservation and 
wildlife and vegetation typical to the region. For artists, the 
Center will be a detached environment that will foster 
creativity; 

The program for this project was modeled after the 
Bellagio Study and Conference Center at Lake Como, Italy, 
which provides on in.ternotionol environment for scholars, 
scientists and artists, whether individuals or groups. At 
Bellagio emphasis hos been put on conference spaces, o 
component which J hove minimally incorporated so os to 
ovoid the creation of sub-groups, and to encourage the 
formulation of a large group identity. 

The Eilot Reseorc~ and Study Center will be able to 
accommodate over ninety people, including on-site staff 
members and long-term guests who will be provided with 
larger dwelling uni.ts: Each resident will hove a private 
room and bath, and eithet a study space· or library carrel in 
which to work. Dispe~ed among the dwelling units, the 
study roorps will easily accommodate both individuals and 
groups according to changing needs. Furthermore, outdoor 
spaces for communal use, such as courtyards and 
balconies, will encourage smolkcale interactions. 

Pubtic facilities will irdu~e the following: 

-on entry and reception area. . 
• two 9 5 seat lecture halls and three 20· seat classrooms,' 
open to both participants and outside visitors. 
· a ~ommunol space which will indude a dining hall, 
kitchen, .informal reading room, exercise room, and a small · 
store for necessities. arid cravings. · 
. a library; wtth sfugy, carrels and upstairs reading and 
co.mput~.r rnpn.is: ,.:,: ,:,: :::.. ,' 

In addition t·h~re will be open courts for movement and a 
terraced-contemplation garden adjacent to the library. . 

Program The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center in the Negev Desert 
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Why a 'Secular Monastery'? 

Building in the desert has a long-standing tradition, 
particularly in this region. Delving into the history of early 
Christian monastic compounds I found numerous 
precedents that shed fighf on issues similar to my own. 
Among the monastic dwellings of the Judeoh Desert, on 
area bordering the Negev Desert in which the Center is 
located, a-distinction was made between two architecturor 
forms: the laura and the coenobium. Both of these 
architectural solutions answered the needs of on isolated 
and independent monastic community in the ear~ Middle 
Ages, and both could accommodate themselves to varying 
site conditions; ln the laura a distinctionwos. mode: · 
between the core, which induded the church and the 
service buildings, and the monk's cells. Among the public 
buif dings there was a physical separation between the 
church court and compound, and buildings such as the 
bdkerycmd ref ecto~ . a separation both practical and ' 
metaphoricaLYaths ttnking the monks' scattered cells and 
· the public buifdings consolidated the laura into ·an ·' 
· integrated wtiole. While· the laura catered to monks that 
nvedin relative solitude.and off en met only once a week, ·. 
the coenobium was communal by nafurer These structures 
were often compact onq tightly built; and we.re endosed ', 
wfthin 'l!alJs :while eriyefopfng a'n inner court. They tended' ' 
to be square; porticulady· on ·flat sites. Within the 
compound there was o:separation of public and private 
facilities, with the living quarters. furthest away from the 
ofte9 two·layeled gotet · · · 

.. :•.:··. 

· ~~ tmits. of th~se. two hu\ldi'ng· types hove had a gr.a.of.: 
influenc~'infhe design of my own secular monastery: 
Since the Center wmM both· encourage communoJ . . . 
interaction and would: QIJow for essential priyacy, solutions,. ' 
provided by the solitary and comn,unol forms of monastic 
IJfe. hoye been particulady:relevant The Cent~r is neither a 
raura'nor (i tt>enobium~ instead if .continues a tradition of  ' 
isolatlon on~:~elf-reljoQci while benefiting from lessons 
learned' by b9th of these precedents: . The inwardqogking · 
notµr~, of de,se.rfdwelli~g~ shielde{Ffrom both map and the 
· elernents;Hps'·b~erheevokedrnthif Center; as weltos the . 
choice''of on.,orthogonal Joyout, and fhe.s~paratfon cif' 
: pu61ic and:privqte wifh.:'core given to the co.nnecting:foufes : 
·.tn:h~tweenihem .. :'•· ,<;: '  ' 

Precedents 
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While researching the history of monastic architecture in 
the East and Wesf, I found myseff captured by the 
principles governing· Cistercian monastic architecture of the 
twelfth century and on. The Cistercians had done what 
their monastic predecessors had not, namely tie an 
unbreakable bond between the tectonics of architecture 
and the philosophy of their beliefs. Ostercian architecture 
was effected, among other things, by the following 
characteristics of the Order: " . .the ideal. of poverty; the 
desire to escape t~e world; the insfstence on affiliation; 
and a new spirit of regulation, inspiring a new functiono~ 
ism ... " (Braunfels, 19'72: 72). The Order was against all 
forms of display, against knowledge., literature, and 
representational art. Consequently, architectural and artistic 
'luxury' were banned: there would:"he no towers, no 
colorful windows, no sculpture, and the walls were to be 
unplastered. Architecture was reduced to the functiqnal 
minimum. The dismissal of ornamentation and of · 
'architectural excess·'. ultimately led to o greater emphasis 
On craftsmanship,· onfhe. quality of materials, and OA 
geometry and the proportions governing construction: 

The monastery of Fontenoy, founded in 1118, provides an 
excellent.example of Cisterdan architecture. Its choice of 
site is typical · near a stream in a· valley. Based less on a 
grid and·more on the predominance of the right angle, the 
architectural articulation. is clear and easily discernible· .. 
Isolation from the·.' outer world' is dear~ manifested in the 
lack of facade, and the emphasis is directed inward. The 
architecture speaks of separation.and· jntrospection: ~' ... The 
austerity 'of the simple' smooth forms, lacking. any kind of . 
ptay~ creates an imposing and monumentci~ grandeur .. " 
(Panagopoulos, 197f76). 

:• . _, 

Throughout my readin.g''it became clear to me that not 
only did the monasteries of the past deal with progmm· · 
matic. complexities simif:ar to my own, but also with similar 
philosophkol· que.sfigns pertaining. to the nature of 
archit edure. In their.desire to have form expressfve of · 
religfous conviction,. the .Cfstercion~ could lead the way f n 
my 011.'ll search for qdjsfilled architecturoHanguage. 
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The built environment will be molded by its site and by 
the climactic conditions in which it is situated, yet the 
Center will not ignore contemporary notions of comfort 
and convenience. A number of steps hove been taken in 
order to assist in the formulation of a space that is both 
accommodating to its users, but which remains humble 
towards its site. 
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2. Site-model. 
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"When I am flying, I arr. 

very amused by the clouds. The 
Jaws of aerodynamics give 
movement to air which in turn 
shapes the clouds. The clouds 
change every minute, every 
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_ second, and are always beautifu. 
because their form comes from 
the aerodynamic forces working 
on them. We would like our 
architecture to be something like 

, \' ·, the clouds, man manipulating 
, _, ', space only in a rudimentary way 
' 

1 1 with the straight line and the 
cube and the cylinder a' la 
\ Corbusier, but not so roughly 
and bluntly and inorganically as 
to have a pure cylinder ... " 

Hassan Fathy 



A. While the Center will. make use of existing technology, 
it will be frugal io its use of external energy sources. 
Absorbing surfaces, a storage system, and a system of 
transferring the energy and its distribution by means of 
water will enable the Center to minimize the expenditure 
of exhaustible energy resources. Sof ar panels for water 
heating will be located above the main retaining wall, 
easily accessed from the service road. South-facing, they 
can be extended beyond the rood to accommodate 
growing needs for water and heating in the future. Desert 
Coolers that odd humidity to the air ore common in 
Israel's southern region and provide on inexpensive 
method for cooling. These coolers will supplement 
conventional technology also used in the Center. Cisterns 
will benefit from the earth's insulating abifities by being 
set underground, behind the main retaining wall. 
B. Concrete hos been chosen as the primary building 
materiaf.. It ha~ o prolonged delay period be1ween the 
absorption and release of stored heat~ and is the most 
common~ used material in the area. Concrete's on-site 
construction will also be relatively less.disruptive of the 
overall sif~. 
C The Center is ti.ghtfy"tnassed and builtfocing norfhI on 
the same slope os the spring, and is tbus eosily accessed 
by the existing rood: While shielded from the south, east 
and west sun; the Center's orientation allows for the 
penetration of light and of northern night breezes. Less 
direct sun allows fodess.glore, and the glare that does 
penetrate the glazed surf aces in the public buildings will 
be diminished with the aid of external moving screens 
(that a~o diminish heat absorption in the interior). 
D. Building on the slop~_with construction partially sunken 
into-the ground will enabfe the structures to benefit from 
the thermal insulation of the surrounding earth. Retaining 
walls will be Refit from the earth's cooling effect during the 
day, _qnq prolonged. heat release overnight from walls and 
roof will .raise indoor temperatures after sun-set. Doubled 
walls,.which will ho~se within them the ductwork,. will 
shield th.e structures.from the penetration of eastern and 
westemlignC"" -·_ ..... . 
E. The penetration of r10turai dayligntfmm the foof wifl. be 
indirectr thanks to th~. layering of fhe.doubl~teeswhich 
·will serve as both the roof and the shade. above it. With 
air ftow1ng freely tn the space between the insulated 
foyered teesr;elevated heat will be quickly dispersed~ 
F. Wia.dpw· openings ht the dwelling units will allow for 
cross·vehtilatfon;-with the wayward focrng windows . 
[ocated be{owthe rqof enabling. rising hot air to escape. fn 
th~ pub[\~ bui[~ings large openings on the grouRd level will 
oltow ofr entry~ wbife lhe _opeQ spac~s}efween the· 

.. stepped ioof ·tee.s .. w!l[yentilate risiog·heot. . 
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Upon arrival via group transportation from Eilat, 
one begins one's descent at the 'birthplace' of 
the main retaining wall, which begins at the drop-
off above the spring. This wall starts out at three 
feet and gradually grows deeper as the pathway 
paralleJ to it descends towards the Center. At the 
entry into the compound the wall is over twelve 
feet high. Having passed through the main gate, 
one descends four 'stacks' of stairs into an open 
court which leads to the first of the public structures 
housing a reception and meeting area. 

entry The 'Secular Monastery' · A Research Center in the Negev Desert 
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1. Sketches of entry@ shuttle/car .drop-off showin.g the origin of the main retaining wall ... 
Z. Computer gen~rated rend.erini of ent~ . into complex (shown fro~ top of.s.tairs~ at right - .reception b~ildi~g). 
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plan 

"It is always the hope on the part of the designer that the 
building, in a way, make itself rather than be composed with devices 
that end to please the eye. It is a happy moment when a geometry 
is found which tends to make spaces naturally, so that the composi-
tion geometry in the plan serves to construct, to give light, and to 
make spaces" 

Louis Kahn 
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· Passing through the interior spam of the reception 
area, one is once again outside, in t,he first of three 
'descending-couits' which connect the public and 
private areos and ru.n .. perpendicular to the main 
retaining wail. Lecture.halls and'classrooms adjoin 
the entry area and can be directly accessed from it, 
· so as to allow onetime visitors.to lectures and 
performances to access the Center. The tall, narrow 
courts wall~d: on· three, sides and accessing the publk 
buildings aHow little.penetration of eastern and 
western. sun;, · ·. 

plan -entry 8 lecture halls 
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As one mov~s from., one public ·building to the next . 
··starting, with thelecturehalfa and culminating in the 
.· librory.~-the·f.naifr'refainiag wan gradually grows 

plan -communal & dining spaces The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center in the Negev Desert" ·· 
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. cqrinects rind. ge.fiqesj~e: spaces for publi:c use . 
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Th~ library( ·at the end of the, main retaining wall, will . 
provide ·access back to· the outdoors by means: of a 
terraced contemplation garden (where the marr 
made and the natural combine.). 

plan -library 
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· living units Vvill be accessed by means. of the 
descending street-courts and wtll reside on the-two 
lowest terraces. Entry into these spaces is vio a 
centmbvalkway wfth units on the' left and right; 
each· of these dusters will contain sixteen units: At 
the center of each. duster are the study rooms, 
partitioned by moving wall-panels which can be 
alter.ed according to ~eeds of individuals-or groups. 
The units below the library ,will be larger, and will 
accommodate staff and long·term guests. 

pf an -dwellings !be 'Secular Monastecy' -A Researcb Center in tbe Negev Desert 
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The. retainfng walls not only create habitable spaces 
but also become arteries of movement by being 
'walkefrin walls', in that all vertical movement 
(aamery stairs) runs within them; the wall is 
constantly experienced, constantly touched. 

sections The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center in the Negev Desert 



How does one build on a slope? There are two 
approaches: either one builds on top of it, or in it. 
The decision to build in the slope was a clear one, 
for this method of construction allows for an 
integratron of man and site, as opposed to man 
imposing himself upon the landscape. Moreover, the 
choice of retoirifng_ walls that carve out a flat floor 
plain (the deeper the wait. the larger the floor 
plan), is grounded in a well-established historicol 
tradition of terraced construction in this region. 
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Tension is greatest at the point where retaining wall 
meets 'supply' wall, i.e. where perpendiculars 
intersect. This tension is celebrated in the gap, the 
buffer that is creat-ed at the point of contact. A-sliver 
of water, a bench, o roof that does not touch • these 
allow for a break where walls meet, where vertical 
encounters horizontaL 

tension The 'Secular Monastery' -A Research Center io the Negev Desert 



Throughout the _peslgn of this project I have 
· searched for"o language of construction composed 
of a limited number of elements .. As opposed to 
using numerous components to answer similar 
needs,. I have "formulated' a· vocabulary of double-
-tees, .concrete framed walls-with concrete block and 
concrete: wall panels,. that will answ~r all-the primary 
needs for roof ondiw~llthroughout the structure. :· 
· Not only will this uniform language of construction tie. 
the-complex progmrtimatic needs of the Center into:. 
o.ne orchitecturol_e11fltyj but they-w.ill:unite the, 
·voriouhhanges hf sCOf; from pubiic to. private. The · 
scal"e of the descending: 'suppl{ wpll, for example, 
changes inJhe· public and, priiote::1ories: while the: 
language of fmm~·hrid block'remains, different' 
needs create different solutions .. 
· A limited riumbefqf:,'ar:chifecturafo,inponents will ,, 
;., reduce produdiqi{!ct>~ts: "and: wilf..~ahifest the 9esire:: 
,· for a m1nimaiist. sttuctyrof languOge) one thaf distill~-

the,-ourelv e~ntiql,, to the 'bare--.·. 
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The limited.structural components will be the .,· ·· 
vocabulary:of the'shell1s construction, whereas the 
I stuff' ·of human habitation • windows, bridges, 
mecharikal systems,partitions of large spaces, sun· 
shades.,.pwnings t,c1greet you~ will· be of a different· 
vocabulary"of materi9ls, that of glass, copper, 
alumin~m and· woo~~ The dichotomy between 
materiof.'type{ becomes a manifestation of the 
tensfon. between permanent and temporary in : 
desert .habitation, qne that is. best expressed in the 
. contrbst between-stone construction and tent . 
dvieJlirig;both-:co111n{on_tci this ore.~~-Th~ juxtapos~ 
tiori'. of the 'permauenf'.shell · versuffhe transient . ;.; 
maf_erial#: and. m9ff ~m:techn.ola:gy: of the interiqr 
convey~ the corti'plex:ntjture of human habitaficin in 
thisregion:< qlth9vgh.:humon pres~nce has been ... 
coq.tiF1~pusiJt ksha.jp~f~iiz~d..-by:fimes"of prosp:erity·: 
-~nd .. tf ~es :·ofdesf&tff,onJ'.:The:·"tens,iQn·between:: :. . .. 
wapd.e(er anp: .. settfer)revolenf thrqughouMhe. -.. 
regf6nt{:µist6~·~iqifldrly manifests the dual ngt~f¢ of, ... 
desert:oweJling;•:a_nd!"f:indS:"expr$.5.~i"o.Q·iri the .. ·· ::;:.:;:: 
. jui~posttion-0:fJTIQ$Sl,Ve;-coostruc.turai: elements:: ;: . 
·· v~rsqiJ!gp:t; :9diµsf,ggle :gr,£hit~~f9.l.:Pi.eces. . 
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The oryhogonol arrangement in pion based on a 
r~peated rhythm of bays serves as a means of 
organizing numerous programmatic needs within 
the Center into a coherent and tightly mossed 
who[e. The language of grid and bay applies to the 
spaces that man inhabits; once in nature the wall 
pecomes organic,, lending: itself to the characteristics 
of site .. The orthogonal<orgonization of the 
conipound1s interior alfows for strajghtforward 
construction and is po.rtkularl.y suitable when a 
limited number ofarchitectural elements ore used. 
Furthermor:e,. right-angle'. construction ties the Center 
back to: Jts: ryJo:n.9.~fi~:p.r~d~cessors. · 

rhythm 
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With the spring of Ein· Netafim as the starting point, 
the main retaining wall traces the move from large--
scale public gathering. spoces to smaller, more 
intimate places for the· interchange of ideas. In other 
words, there is a-decrease rn user numbers in 
contrast to the growth in depth of the retaining wall: 
the-mos_t public of spaces is the unbuilt overlook 
above the spring which. is accessible to all; next · 
follows the recture hall building with its forty-eight 
footrefaining. wall, which is open to both the public 
and Jo; Center residen.fs.. FolrowiQ9. is· the dining ·hall·: " 
whichi's for (enter U$e only; and last is the library, 
which cater~ to indi.vidual' researchers, and in which 
the· retaining wall. reaches its deepest . seventy~eight 
feet. The move frorh f he top to words the bottom of 
the -slope corre~ponds to the shift from communul to 
individµal, f rp[Tl:-.gath~ring spoce'"to refuge. •. 

organization 
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Throughout the design of this project I have 
maintaf,ned the use of load-bearing walls and 
hollowed piers that house elevators and mechanical 
systems~ as opposeq to that of columns. A link is 
made with traditionol masonry cQhstruction cornrnon 
to this ·area where the wall not only supports the 
root but provides. thermal massing and shields 
againstthe el'~ments~ The··'weigh( of these waits is· 
yet another expres~icm of the desire for permanence 
and, indestructibility. 
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In designing a Center that must accommodate-the 
needs for both contemplation and inf eraction one 
must allow for different types of spaces . A distinction 
between purely public and purefy private spaces is 
somewhat artificial, since within the public spaces 
there must be private zones (such as study carrels in 
the. library), and within the private there must be 
places ofinteraction on a smaller scale. Since the . . 

Center encourages its participants to interact with 
their peers not on~y on a professional level, but on a 
personal one as w~.11, numerous informal gathering 
spaces have been provided~ Withi_n each cluster of 
dwelling units. a central gathering space accommfr' 
dates the study rooms, 'and each.four-cluster unit has 
access to a. roofed-central courtyard and a balcony 
overlooking the viev.i.. Informal meeting spaces ore 
. disper~ecf throughout "the public buildings including 
an exercise room :,ondri' reading room. . 
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Temporary materiafs, as earlier mentioned, will 
include copper, corrugated aluminum panels, 
wooden frames and darkened glazing to reduce 
glare. Retaining wallswill be made of site-cast 
concrete panels that will be anchored back into the 
mountain by means of ties; roof-supporting piers will 
be made of similar panels and will house mechani· 
cal systems· in their holfow cores. 'Suppfy walls', 
running parallel to the. slope (and perpendicular to 
the retainf ng walls) twill be made of a concrete-
frame, housing c_oncrete block; between the double 
walls the ducts will run originating from the· cisterns 
behind the main retaining wall and supplying water 
to public and private'facilities .. In its use in panels, 
double walls and double-tee roof beams, concrete is · 
not only thermally advantageous, but is poetically 
powertul. ffs austere, cold nature, its architectural' 
minimalisni;c~ebrates purity of mi~d and purity of 
tandsrope. · 
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L ·Computer generated · rendered image . of dining hall i.Jiterior, showing a variety of materials: . steel cabies as bddge supports, . 

. concret&, wall and block, concrete :·doubletees and water." . . ·• . . . 
·., 2 ... The austerity of ~on~ret.e _. Louis''Kah1r' . " . · · .·.· . · . 

·3: Final drawi~g detail showing materials & dimensions @ retaining wall in dining/coinmuoJl building~ 



Throughout the design of this project, l hove 
envisioned.it in two states of existence. The first 
woutd be on inhabited, vibrant on.e: scientists 
and artists constantly interacting in the inner 
courts and on the roof porches of their living 
units, events toking place in lecture halls and in 
open spaces, desert excursions departing and 
arriving'.' ... 
In addifion1 there has. al·so been the hope that 
the arcbitecture, the great cooled spaces 
shield,~g from the·sµn, would: carry a validity 
that, wouldtmnsceqd progrnmmatic needs. 
Stumbling upon th,e: .~oncrete shell~ desert 
dwelfers otthe future, could repossess the built 
form and define their-own ve'rsion of reclusive 
communal· life. 
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(regarding the Congress Building in Vienna) 

"... I am thinking of building 
a place which is the meeting of the 
mind and a place where expressions 
of the meeting of the mind can take 
place ... say, Come here meet other 
people, and by meeting them 
something will happen to you! - and 
it will. II 

Louis Kahn 
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